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YUNG SHARE NEW SINGLE, "UNCOMBED HAIR," OFF A YOUTHFUL DREAM 
 

DEBUT ALBUM OUT 6/10 ON FAT POSSUM 
 

 
 

"Yung's music is a space of duality: innocence and experience, beauty and pain, darkness and light. 
Frontman Mikkel Holm Silkjær embodies opposites, too: His music showcases both his maturity as a 

songwriter and his youth, as he relies on more than a decade of songwriting experience despite being 
only 21.” - NPR Music 

 
Today, Danish quartet Yung are sharing "Uncombed Hair," their newest single off their forthcoming debut 
full-length A Youthful Dream (out 6/10 on Fat Possum). The beautifully tragic song covers difficult 
emotional terrain in a very personal way, noticing the burden a friend is carrying in the manner in which 
his hair lays on his head. Singer, guitarist, and songwriter Mikkel Holm Silkjær said this of the song: "I 
literally wrote 'Uncombed Hair' in ten minutes and recorded the song about an hour after that. Which is 
a big contrast to the more permanent themes that the song addresses - It relates to death and 
depression, which was something that was a significantly big part of one of my dear friend's life when I 
wrote the song and couldn't help but inform my music. So this one is dedicated to bad things and good 
people." The song premiered today on NPR Music. 
 

LISTEN TO "UNCOMBED HAIR" 
http://bit.ly/1SVpiKm 

 
LISTEN TO "PILLS" 

http://bit.ly/1QLPtph 



 
 

PRAISE FOR "PILLS" 
 

"An emotionally evocative three-and-a-half-minute testament to both the adolescent ideals written into 
their lyrics as well as the catchy grit on which their sound finds its foundation." - Stereogum [Band to 

Watch] 
 

"A dreamy pop-punk lament of a heavily Rx-ed lifestyle." - The FADER 
 

"An expertly jumpy little number that straddles vintage New Zealand heart-core and ’90s indie scraggle 
with invigorating spazz at its edges." - CMJ 

 
UPCOMING TOUR DATES: 

Fri. May 20th - Aarhus, DK @ Pop Revo Festival 
Tue. June 14th: London, UK @ Shacklewell Arms 

Fri. July 1st - Toulon, FR @ Rockorama Festival 
Sat. July 16th - Haarlem, NL @ Kliko Fest 

Sun. July 17th - Leeuwarden, NL @ Welcome To The Village Festival 
 
Pre-order A Youthful Dream - http://store.fatpossum.com/products/a-youthful-dream 
Download hi-res jpegs & album art - http://pitchperfectpr.com/yung/ 
  
Yung Online: 
http://yungbandstuff.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/yungbandstuff 
  
For more information, contact: Jacob Daneman | Pitch Perfect PR - jacob@pitchperfectpr.com, 773-
271-6844 
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